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FROM THE EDITORIAL DESK
Dear Readers,
I was recently asked, by one of our distinguished teachers as to why the term ‘Work Life
Balance” gained widespread usage in English language research in recent times. As we are all
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getting set to enter the new academic year, this would be the right time we understand the
importance of this terminology.
Here was my answer which I attempt to reproduce in the following words,
“The answer in my humble opinion, lies in today’s fast paced life where reconciliation of work
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and family has become a core concern.
From early 1960’s studies have proliferated the linkages between work and family roles,
originally concerned mainly with women and work–family stress. New concepts emerged, such
as work–family conflict or interference, work–family accommodation, work–family enrichment,
work–family expansion and, of course, work–family balance which means the extent to which
individuals are equally involved and satisfied with their work role and family role, wherein they
give equal priority to both the roles.
We all strive to give the best version of ourselves to both work and family. We face imbalances
because work in today’s times has gone global and competition has gone stiffer. The cell phone
has thinned the line between personal and professional lives. Then the blame goes to the
materialistic society of today. People want to avail all the luxuries of life, and in that quest they
become workaholics. That attitude becomes a way of life because the desires go on increasing
and increasing.
Once we recognize our purpose in both professional and personal life, we can start defining the
initiatives required to fulfil our inner purpose, not only as employees but also as human beings.
Satisfaction and tranquility will be then derived from living a purpose-driven life at work and
outside with our coworkers, families and friends and not from financial enrichments or
accumulation of titles on our business cards and email signatures”.

‘True motivation comes from achievement, personal development, job
satisfaction, and recognition.’
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SPOTLIGHT
Interview with Ms Manjula, Senior Principal (OISN & OISB)

How has your journey been with the Orchids family so far?
“You need to experience failure in life. Only then, you will know the value of success and relish it.” My answer to your
question in simple terms is:
So far so good. Thanks for asking this question.

What professional goals have you set for yourself for the next 5 years?
I see myself as a top performing employee in a well-established organization like Orchids. I plan to enhance my skills
and to continue my involvement in related professional associations. My long-term goal involves growing with a
company where I can continue to learn and take on additional responsibilities and contribute as much value as I can.

What is the best compliment you have received till date from your teachers/students?
Young and energetic, Role model, Strong pillar of Orchids, Blessed to work under such a Principal …….

‘Focusing on strengths is the surest way to greater job satisfaction, team
performance and organizational excellence.’
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How would you describe your leadership style?
• Lead by example: “I like to lead by example. I lead from the front by taking action, demonstrating what needs to be
done and keeping my team organized to make sure we are all on the same page in order to contribute equally.”
• Lead by delegating and making others better: “I’m good at delegating and finding the strengths of other team
members. I try to give each person a chance to do what they’re best at and create a team effort that delivers a result
that’s greater than the sum of its parts”

How do you empower teachers to be leaders?
Creating ample leadership opportunities that vary in levels of commitment and encouraging teachers to contribute
in measures that are comfortable to them. With abundance of chances to participate, teachers would look forward to
lead projects. The Fear of Missing Out (FOMO) and negative competitive tendencies that damage morale prevent
teachers from volunteering and scaffolding their leadership commitments and experiences.

Who has been you role model and motivated the most?
My mother is my role model; she inspires and motivates me to grow without any barriers.

What are the strengths of this school? What are our weaknesses?
Strengths: Academic Team, Infrastructure, Leaders, Students
Weakness: No play ground in the campus

When dealing with diﬃcult students, at what point do you involve parents? How would you communicate with
them?
Parents are to be involved at all times.
When you reach out, be authentic. Don’t pretend to be their best friend. Do not have “nipping problems in the bud”
attitude. Don’t worry about “holding your ground” either. Just reach out as an educator to a member of your own
community. You’re not selling them anything, and they’re not selling you anything. You’re both dutifully and
beautifully involved on either side of a child.

Recall a time you made an unpopular decision. What was the reaction? How did you handle it?
I can’t think of anything recently, although, it's a good idea to get all the details before taking up my role at BTM.

What is your favorite holiday destination?
In India my favorite destination depends on the timing of the trip. If I plan something in winter, I would like to go to
Kerala and if I plan something in summers, then my first and last favorite destination would be Kashmir.
My plan is to take Shikara ride on Dal Lake followed by a night stay in houseboat. To do a high altitude trekking in
Himalayas is definitely my fondest dream. My dream destination is Switzerland .

What do you prefer to do in your leisure?
In my opinion, spending leisure time outdoors is more wise than indoors.

Describe your dream job.
My dream job is the one that allows me to utilize my communication and customer service skills. I’ve discovered over
the years that one of my key strengths is interacting with parents, and being able to solve their problems quickly and
efficiently.

‘All you need is the plan, the road map, and the courage to press on to your
destination.’
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INSPIRATION CORNER
Acknowledged as a visionary in the field of IT sector, Shiv Nadar, Chairman
and Chief Strategy Officer of HCL Technologies is the only Indian to
establish computer systems industry in India. He completed his graduation
in Electrical and Electronics Engineering from PSG College of Technology,
Coimbatore.
He kick started his career as an engineer in DCM’s calculator division. He
along with his existing board members started Micro comp to sell teledigital
calculators under the brand name ‘Televista’. Fondly known as ‘Magus’ (Old
Persian for wizard) among his friends he transformed HCL, at a time when
India had a total of 250 computers, into one of the top most firms creating
computers and office equipments. Seeing the vacuum created by IBM in the
Indian market, Nadar founded HCL in 1976 and transformed the IT hardware
company into an IT Enterprise over the next three decades by constantly
reinventing his company's focus.

Shiv Nadar

Nadar later consolidated his business into 5 entities namely HCL Technologies (global IT service company), HCL
Infosystems (Indian IT hardware leader), HCL comnet (network services company), HCL Perot (IT applications) and
NIIT (education services). By 2004 the number of companies in HCL was consolidated from five to two - HCL
Technologies and HCL Infosystems.
The HCL team comprises over 80,000 professionals of diverse nationalities, who operate from 31 countries including
over 500 points of presence in India. It has global tie-ups with several leading Fortune 1000 firms, including leading
IT and Technology firms. Its Singapore subsidiary, Far East Computers, recently achieved a breakthrough in imaging
technology, which, among other applications, enables computers to read handwritten tax returns.
Albeit a more recent entrant in the software services space, HCL is already among the top Indian IT software majors
and a force to reckon with for global technology giants. HCL's range of offerings spans Product Engineering, Custom
& Package Applications, BPO, IT Infrastructure Services, IT Hardware, and Systems Integration along with distribution
of ICT (Information Communications Technology) products. Now over 80% of HCL's revenues are from computers
and office equipment. In 2007, Nadar passed the mantle of CEO of HCL Technologies to Vineet Nayar though he
remains the Chairman of HCL Technologies and its largest shareholder.
A hardcore philanthropist, Nadar at the age of 53 quietly continues to support many critical social causes through the
Shiv Nadar Foundation that focuses on elevating the educational system of India. It has established the not-for-profit
SSN College of Engineering in Chennai, which is today among the top ten private engineering colleges in India.
Recently, it has opened Shiv Nadar University in Greater Noida to offer undergraduate, postgraduate and professional
degrees across a number of disciplines. He is also building "VidyaGyan" public schools in Uttar Pradesh that will
provide free, world class education to rural children from economically disadvantaged backgrounds.
With success knowing no limits, Nadar attributes his fame to teamwork and the entrepreneurial spirit, which together
have enabled to transform risks into opportunities to handle the ever changing environments and technologies.

‘Try to be a rainbow in someone’s cloud.’
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WELCOME ABOARD
We are immensely happy to have all the new members onboard who have joined us in the month of April’ 18.
SOWMYA ARJUN

SHRUTHI S

KAVITHA S

PRITI

HEMALATHA RAI

NANDINI DAYANAND

FOE
OISB

Secondary Teacher
OISM

PE Teacher
OISJ

Taekwondo
OISJ

Secondary Teacher
OISM

Asst CIC
OISM

SHILPA AS

SHEELA N

YASMIN SYED

PUJA SING

DAVID SHARON EDWIN

JYOTHI G

FOE
OISM

FOE
OISS

Executive Assistant
OISS

Primary Teacher
OISS

Primary Teacher
OISS

FOE
OISN

KIRAN KUMAR

BHAYATRI PILLAI

RESHMA FERNANDES

HADEEQA FAROOQUIT

ARATI MANOHAR PATIL

BHOOMI MANOJ SATRA

Transport Incharge
OISN

Secondary Coordinator
OISN

Science Teacher
OISK

Pre Primary Teacher
OISK

Primary Marathi Teacher
OISK

Primary Math Teacher
OISK

DAMINI SHAH

KAJOL MHATRE

ZARINA SALIM QURESHI

HARMEET KAUR

HEMA HIRANANDANI

RADHIKA SUNIL KADAM

Pre Primary Teacher
OISK

Taekwondo Teacher
OISK

Taekwondo Teacher
OISK

Primary Teacher
OISK

Pre Primary Teacher
OISK

Applied Theatre Teacher
OISK

SABHA ASAD SHARIF

SABHA ASAD SHARIF

VAIDEHI BONDRET

KHUSHBOO RAJPUT

SHARON VIVET D'CUNHA

YOGITA

Pre Primary Main teacher
OISK

Pre Primary Main teacher
OISK

French teacher
OISK

Secondary Computer Teacher
OISK

Pre Primary Teacher
OISK

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

HARSHA HANDA

SAIRA BEGUM

RUCHI KHANDELWA

ZAINAB BAGRASWALA

SAYLI PHATAK

NIRMALA ACHARI

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

PE Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

SRIRUPA DHAR

SWATI GANTI

SHAISHTA MOHAMMED

FARHAT MUKADAM

LATA P

ANCHAL GUPTA

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

KASTURI PAUL

ISHRAT SHAIKH

SAZIYA BANU SHAIKH

DROPATI THAPPA

NIDDHI BHATT

NAFISA HEMANI

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

English Teacher
OISKKH

English Teacher
OISKKH

VIPRA DANGI

MAYUR

UPASANA DATTAGUPTA

ROMA BAMNE

PAYAL NAIK

English Teacher
OISKKH

Science Teacher
OISKKH

Hindi Teacher
OISKKH

Social Studies
OISKKH

Dance Teacher
OISKKH

CIC
OISKKH

SHWETALI MHATRE

TEJASWINI BHENDE

SURBHI MARWA

MOUMITA BISWAS

MUGDHA ABHIJIT ADKAR

BAMNOLKAR

DARSHINI AMIT RAUT

English Teacher
OISKKH

Executive Assistant Operations
OISKKH

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

French Teacher
OISMLD

Taekwondo Teacher
OISMLD

Art Teacher
OISMLD

FARA ABDUL MAJID KHAN KOMAL MANSUKH TANDEL

HARSHITA JADAV

SINGH SARITA

WARRIER AATHIRA

BHANDARE MRUNALI

English Teacher
OISMLD

Secondary Hindi Teacher
OISMLD

Primary Hindi Teacher
OISMLD

Pre Primary Teacher
OISMLD

FOE
OISMLD

SOHAL SNEHAL

KAPADIA MUNIRA

SATRA NIDHI

KASARE DEEPAK

PATIL MANISHA

PRADHAN MONALISHA

Pre Primary Teacher
OISMLD

Primary English Teacher
OISMLD

Accountant
OISMLD

ANSARI MUBASHIRA

VEDANTI MHATRE

PREKSHA JAIN

Primary Math Assistant Teacher
OISMLD

Pre Primary Teacher
OISMLD

Computer Teacher
OISP

SAVITA HATWAR

Pre Primary Teacher
OISP

KANCHAN LOHAKARE

MAMTA PASI

Computer Teacher
OISP

Taekwando Teacher
OISP

PE Teacher
OISP

SHWETA OJHA

Cleaner
OISMLD

Pre Primary Teacher
OISMLD

Pre Primary Teacher
OISMLD

MAITRI VIRA

VALERIA LOBO

RAVINA SALASKAR

Pre Primary Teacher
OISP

Dance Teacher
OISP

Pre Primary Teacher
OISP

LINI KAPSE

RAKSHA BHATTI

ARCHANA RAVAL

Theatre Teacher
OIST

Theatre Teacher
OIST

Assistant Math Teacher
OIST

SHWETA GUPTA

MAMTA TIWARI

LAXMI KAMATH

ROMA BHESANIA

PRIYA UPADHYAY

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OIST

Accountant
OIST

Secondary Hindi Teacher
OIST

Pre Primary Main Teacher
OIST

Assistant English Teacher
OIST

Primary Teacher
OIST

MAHAK SRIVASTAVA

SNEHA SHINDE

SHALI TAVARENKATTIL

SHEFALI SAWANT

SHILPI DOGRA

MAITHILI KAMATH

Primary Teacher
OIST

Primary Teacher
OIST

Primary Teacher
OIST

Pre-primary Teacher
OIST

Dance Teacher
OIST

School Counselor
OIST

MAITHILI KAMATH

MANSI MARWAH

School Counselor
OIST

Front Office Executive
OIST

SWETHA CHINNIBILLI
Executive Assistant
OISH

‘I believe that if one always looked at the skies, one would end up with wings.’
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WORK ANNIVERSARY
We are proud to have you as a part of our work family!

MANJULA B
DOJ : 16th Apr.2014
Tenure Till date : 4 Years
Sr. Principal
OISN & OISB

STELLA PETERS

SUCHITRA RAGHU

MAMATHA B

LAKSHMI

DOJ : 16 Apr.2013
Tenure Till date : 5 Years
Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISJ

DOJ : 21 Apr.2015
Tenure Till date : 3 Years
Branch Accountant
OISJ

DOJ : 18 Apr.2016
Tenure Till date : 2 Years
Secondary Teacher
OISJ

DOJ : 6th Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
House Keeping
OISJ

th

st

th

SHARADA

S BHARATHI

DOJ : 12th Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
House Keeping
OISJ

DOJ : 4th Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
Secondary Teacher
OISN

DOJ : 1st Apr.2014
Tenure Till date : 4 Years
Vice Principal
OISP

SANGHAMITRA SEN

JHEEL GADA

SHEETAL THOTA

DOJ : 6th Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
Primary Teacher
OISP

DOJ : 12th Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
Primary Teacher
OISP

DOJ : 24th Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
Primary Teacher
OISP

AMRITHA V MALLAN
DOJ : 6 Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
Primary Teacher
OISKKH
th

PALLAVI KOTIAN
DOJ : 6 Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH
st

PRIYA KEJRIWAL

MAYURI PARAB
DOJ : 3rd Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
French Teacher
OISP

V. SRI PREETHI
DOJ : 17th Apr.2012
Tenure Till date : 4 Years
Pre-Primary Coordinator
OISH

RUPALI RASTOGI

AALISHA BHANUSHALI

DOJ : 9 Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
Pre Primary Main Teacher
OISKKH

DOJ : 21st Apr.2017
Tenure Till date : 1 Year
Primary Teacher
OISKKH

th

‘Most people chase success at work, thinking that will make them happy. The truth
is that happiness at work will make you successful.’
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EMPLOYEES OF THE MONTH

SANJU MEENA

RATNA SAHA

Secondary Hindi Teacher
OISJ

Pre- Primary Main Teacher
OISS

SINCY MENON
Pre- Primary Main Teacher
OISNGD

SAVITA ACHARY
Higher Secondary Teacher
OIST

Congratulations!

Keep up the good work!

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
Teachers’ Farewell
Teachers grow deeply attached to their school. But there does
come a time to bid goodbye to their colleagues, students and
school. On the 13th of April, a farewell ceremony was organized in
Orchids, BTM in honour of our beloved teachers who could no
longer continue with us for various reasons but will always be a
major part of our big family. The send -off party witnessed a lot of
mixed emotions and signified the deep bonding created amongst
colleagues. We bid them Adieu with a heavy heart and wish them all
the good luck and success in life ahead.

OISB

Potluck

OISS

We always try to maintain a healthy work
culture that keeps the entire team motivated
and enthused. When you share your meals, it
is just not food. It is much beyond it. Keeping
this in mind, “Potluck” was organized in
Orchids, Sarjapur on the 10th and 13th of April.
The teachers as well as other staff, belonging
to different cultures and eating habits
prepared various mouthwatering dishes for
each other which further helped them discover
more about each other.
Bonding over shared meals is an activity
well-endorsed by psychologists. Eating meals
together, as a team, not only has a positive
impact on productivity and team dynamics but
also offers a chance to interact with each other
in an informal setup.

‘It is better to fail in originality than to succeed in imitation.’
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Hichki is for teachers, says Brad Cohen whose book inspired Rani
Mukerji’s film. Passion, perseverance and a flair for building
relationships with students are pre-requisites for the kind of teachers
that the world needs. An initiative started by Employee Engagement
team to send all our beloved teachers for this beautiful piece of work
in March continued for the other school branches in April. It is a
reminder for every teacher about the difference they make in the life
of their students. Teaching is the best profession in the world and our
teachers definitely got inspired watching this movie..

OISM

OISS

The appropriate way to
gather up the team and
embark on an exciting
adventure. It involves dance
and aerobic movements
performed
to
energetic
music.
The
employee
engagement team inspires
the young and energetic
teachers to strengthen and
stretch
their
bodies,
energizing them further to
take up more challenges at
work. It is conducted once a
week for an hour.

Teacher's Day Out
to a farm house in
Sulivar on
6th of April

OISN

Our teachers at Orchids, Nagarbhavi had a lovely date
with the Nature at a farm house in Sulivar located at the
outskirts of Bangalore. They thoroughly enjoyed the
picturesque picnic spot with Savandurga Mountain at the
backdrop and witnessed the mesmerizing wonder of the
400 year old Banyan tree. The branches whispered many
age old tales and the trunk was an evidence of all the
endurance that it had soaked over the years. Our teachers
relived their childhood while climbing trees, sleeping on
the lovely carpet laden with dried leaves, berry picking
and plucking mangoes and thereafter returned relaxed
and refreshed with memories etched in their hearts
forever.

‘It is not work that kills men; it is worry. Worry is rust upon the blade.’
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Teachers honoured with Olympiad certificates
We are proud of our teachers at Orchids, Jalahalli
who were instrumental in conducting the entire
process of Olympiad for the four subjects ie.
English, Computers, Maths and Science on the 13th
of April. They were honoured with Olympiad
certificate for their hard work and diligence.

OISJ

Teachers the Invigilators
for the offline
JEE 2018 Exam

OISB

Birthday
Celebration

Orchids BTM was the
centre for the offline
JEE 2018 which was
held on April 8th. The
teachers were the
invigilators for the
examination
and
under the supervision of their Principal, everything went
on smoothly. We are
proud of our Teachers for their endless
efforts!!

Birthdays are an ideal time to build some camaraderie among
the team. It is a great time to show how much the employee
means to the organization. Taking this idea forward, a
personalized gift and card is given as a token of birthday
wishes from Orchids family.

‘The only way to do great work is to love what you do.If you haven't found
it, keep looking.Don't settle.’
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